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1 Problem statement and motivation

To keep up with the trends of mass personalization, process planning techniques in manufacturing

need an ever higher degree of automation. The field of robotic operations is of no exception,

advanced techniques are necessary to prepare operation plans (including the robot and cell controller

program codes) in a highly automated way.

The application of model-based development is a possibility, where the digital counterpart of

the physical workcell and operation is established before commissioning (see Figure 1). This allows

the preparation of the application in a virtual environment, supported with numerous process

planning tools, which results in a sequence of tasks, miscellaneous and motion commands. However,

the corresponding operation can only be executed feasibly in the real workcell, if the virtual model

represents the real geometries and conditions with sufficient accuracy. To reach this accuracy –

determined by the technology and design – the physical and digital systems need to be synchronized.

Thus, with the help of adequate sensor data, the operation plans can be calibrated through workcell

calibration, plan adaptation or online compensation, which allows reliable operation in the actual

workcell.

Figure 1: Physical robotic pick-and-place workcell (a) and its digital counterpart (b).

Although most of the planning steps regarding robotic workcell configuration (in terms of both

structure and behavior) are well supported with already existing methods and frameworks, there

are still fields not receiving enough attention, where engineers and developers would benefit from

specific planning tools. Moreover, reaching a higher degree of automation is still difficult due to the

lack of comprehensive methodologies and integrated software components, which raises the need

for further research in this area.

2 Objectives of the research

While the field of robotic automation is very diverse, the main focus of this research are assembly

tasks. In particular, the pick-and-place operation is investigated, to explore the main difficulties

as well as to establish a ground for more intricate assembly types and other applications for future

research.
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Consequently, the main objective of the research is to prepare a generic, model-based work-

flow, a corresponding toolset, as well as an assembly plan representation, for robotic pick-and-place

operations. To achieve these, in the beginning, the conditions of feasible assembly plans are to be

analyzed, and also, the necessary input data for preparing complete plans are to be elaborated.

Then, the corresponding generic process planning steps need to be collected and organized into

functional blocks, for which the formulation of models is necessary. By surveying the already exist-

ing tools, the not yet covered steps or areas are to be identified, and potentially filled with novel

supporting tools. Finally, in order to consistently reach feasible operation, a comprehensive method-

ology for robotic workcell development needs to be established – including workcell configuration

and assembly plan representation – together with an implemented proof of concept system with a

high degree of automation.

3 Preliminaries

Although robotic applications have been widespread for decades, their development process (i.e.,

design, process planning and commissioning) is hardly generalized. Interactive and on-site robot

programming methods receive great attention [1], however, these are only applicable in relatively

simple tasks. For more complex scenarios, simulation-based offline programming methods are much

more suitable. Therefore, offline programming is getting more and more popular due to its potential

to reduce the on-site workload and speed up the commissioning phase. On the other hand, offline

programming is often performed inaccurately, needing tedious adjustments either in the physical

workcell or in the program code. Ultimately, more complex solutions still need significant offline

and online engineering effort [2].

In flexible robotic solutions, the lack of sufficiently precise information makes cell development

even more complicated. In these cases, imprecise information can occur in different forms, such as

picking or placing poses, workpiece shape, etc. For example, in a standard bin-picking scenario [3],

where workpieces lay randomly in a bin, their approximate location (within the bin boundaries)

is known, but their precise pose (position and orientation) is not. Such cases are mostly tackled

using sensors and metrology, to resolve the information, which is not known explicitly in the design

phase. As these measurements and the corresponding computations need to be carried out online

(i.e., in the physical workcell) and autonomously, they cannot be completely planned beforehand in

an offline manner (i.e., in a virtual representation). This increases the commissioning time further,

as the corresponding development also needs to be carried out at least partly in the physical cell.

In case of conventional robotic pick-and-place approaches, if the physical workcell is already

established, the operation can be prepared using online programming [4]. The result is an assembly

plan, which contains mostly robot motions and gripping actions (in form of a program code) and can

be executed in the workcell. This method is usually sufficiently accurate for feasible operation, as

the key points are set up in the physical workcell w.r.t. the physical artefacts. Online programming

can also be considered as a process planning method, and it is a common practice in case of simple

systems performing simple operations.

Alternatively, a similar assembly plan can be created offline, if every information of the work-

cell design and the operation is available, even if the workcell is not yet physically built. In this

case, offline programming can be realized based on the digital robotic cell. The assembly plan can

be created using model-based offline planner tools (e.g., path planner) and/or standard CAD (Com-
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puter Aided Design) techniques, depending on the cell complexity. This approach is advantageous

in case of more intricate workcells and operations [4]. Yet, as earlier discussed, such an assembly

plan can only be executed successfully, without any refinements, if the characteristics of the de-

signed and built workcell match sufficiently. Otherwise, after the physical system is created, either

the assembly plan needs to be compensated with online programming, or rather, the digital and

physical workcell need to be synchronized through calibration to revise the offline program. In this

scenario, the initial design information is considered calibratable, as the corresponding uncertainties

can be overcome by calibration [5].

In case of flexible or advanced pick-and-place, there is a lack of information in the workcell

design and/or the operation. For example, in the aforementioned bin-picking scenario, even if

the workcell is calibrated, the tolerance of the workpiece pose depends on the size of the bin,

which in itself is intractable for operation. Such task-specific uncertainties cannot be resolved by

means of calibration or manual compensation as in the conventional case, since they can change

cycle-by-cycle. Therefore, in a sense, the corresponding assembly plan also needs to be updated

cycle-by-cycle, meaning that metrology (observation)-based online planner tools are required for

the operation, to overcome these task-specific uncertainties. However, since online planning time

directly affects the cycle time, the amount of online computations needs to be minimized. The

assembly plan can be created partially using offline planner tools (if the workcell is calibrated) and

partially by implementing online planner tools. While offline planner tools are developed offline

and are often manually operated, online planner tools are usually developed partly offline, partly

online and are mostly automated. Most of the time, these tools need to be prepared by integrating

and adapting existing solutions. In extreme cases, purpose-built tools might also be necessary.

4 Assumptions

The traditional communication tool of designers are drawings or CAD models, using nominal ge-

ometries, tolerances and supplementary information (such as manufacturing instruction, material,

color, etc.). Larger part of the design intent is not forwarded explicitly, but is encoded into toler-

anced geometry, which is tangible for the other experts.

Within this research, the above approach is extended to the modeling and planning phases as

well, meaning that non-geometric characteristics are considered on the level of tolerances. These

include effects that are difficult to model or are difficult to model accurately, such as frictional,

thermal or dynamic effects. Instead of generalizing their complex models, these are considered in

the geometric and dimensional tolerances. Using rigid bodies and a quasi-static operation, together

with a sufficient tolerance related feasibility criteria, the above effects can be tackled up to a certain

extent, which is suitable in the majority of scenarios. In case of applications where these effects

are dominant, their proper modeling may be recommended. Accordingly, the digital representation

can be extended with the corresponding specific models and planner tools. However, these are not

in the scope of this research.

Furthermore, when the digital representation of the physical system is sufficiently accurate, it

means that the model meets the required accuracy determined by the technology and design, and

by executing a feasible virtual operation in the real system, the corresponding physical operation

will also be feasible.
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5 New scientific results

5.1 Digital Twin-based robotic workcell development

One of the most prominent digital model-based development concept is that of the Digital Twin

(DT) [6, 7]. By mimicking the physical world, the DT is a virtual representation of a physical

product or system. The DT contains a number of (relevant) models, which allow simulation,

optimization, prediction, observation and control of the physical twin [8, 9]. By containing the

relevant data and specialized simulation models in an organized way, DTs are often applied along

the whole lifecycle of real systems [10].

In the present case, the DT is the digital representation of a complete pick-and-place scenario,

which can be utilized in the development, operation and service periods of the corresponding pick-

and-place workcell. During the development process, the main purpose of the DT is to allow the

preparation of offline and online planner tools. Furthermore, the DT needs to provide modification

and calibration capabilities for the digital model to be able to synchronize the physical and digital

systems. Consequently, the DT contains a number of models, which enable synchronization, offline

and online planning, simulation and preparation. It is noted that although the main scope of

the research are robotic pick-and-place workcells, part of the generic steps and tools are directly

applicable to other robotic workcells as well.

The basis of the DT is the kinematic model, which describes the geometry, kinematic behavior

and component relations of the cell. The grasp model is responsible for describing the relation of the

workpiece the gripper and the manipulator. The path model describes the manipulation sequence,

as well as the manipulator motion throughout the process. To overcome task-specific uncertainties,

two observation-based models are considered, the servo and the metrology models. As a sub-part of

the path model, the servo model is used to describe condition-based manipulator motion strategies.

On the other hand, the metrology model is responsible for obtaining and providing information to

other models and planner tools. Lastly, the tolerance model constructs and evaluates the tolerance

stack-up of the operation (including manufacturing, manipulation and metrology tolerances), to

assess its geometric feasibility.

As the DT needs to allow continuous improvement and refinement, without losing earlier

preparation results, the model definitions need to be parametric and updatable. By using paramet-

ric representations, planning steps or evaluations can be easily recalculated by changing the input

parameters. Moreover, the simulation capabilities, along with the parametric representation, allow

workcell optimization in different aspects, such as cycle time or energy consumption.

5.1.1 Digital Twin closeness

In order to have offline planning and simulation results applicable for the physical system, the

deviation between the digital and physical workcell characteristics (geometry, behavior, etc.) needs

to be within acceptable limits. In terms of geometry, this means that the digital and physical

counterparts need to be within a feasible tolerance region (bound by the feasibility criteria). In

the research, I have defined the term of Digital Twin closeness (in short: twin closeness), to

represent these characteristics. Twin closeness is based on a deviation function between the digital

and physical system counterparts, defined on a geometric tolerance basis. The deviation function

is determined by the technology (e.g., robot control, metrology or gripper) and the implemented

artefacts (e.g., geometric features) of the workcell. This function includes the geometrical deviation
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of the objects in the cell, as well as the trajectories of the dynamic objects, such as the deviation

between the designed and realized robot tool path. Twin closeness can be assessed by evaluating

the deviation function for each relevant workcell scene (i.e., the actual workpiece and component

arrangement in the workcell) for each corresponding artefact, and comparing the results to the

corresponding feasibility criteria.

Thesis 1: The geometric difference between the digital and physical counterparts of

Digital Twins for robotic workcells can be characterized by Digital Twin closeness

through a feasible tolerance region. The twin closeness can be assessed using a devia-

tion function and corresponding feasible tolerance criteria by evaluating the following:

f(〈s ∈ S, a ∈ A〉i) = [di,min, di,max], (1)

bi = ci,min ≤ di,min ∧ di,max ≤ ci,max ∀i ∈ I, (2)

B =
∧

i∈I

bi, (3)

where B is the Boolean resultant Digital Twin closeness (true if sufficient, false if

insufficient); s is a workcell scene in the set of all relevant workcell scenes S; a is an

artefact in the set of all relevant artefacts A; i is a member of the index set of all

relevant workcell scene and artefact combinations I; 〈s, a〉i is the ith a member of the

set of all relevant workcell scene and artefact combinations; f(〈s, a〉i) is the deviation

function with a returned numerical dimension range [di,min, di,max], ci,min and ci,max

are the numerical lower and upper bounds of the feasible tolerance region, and bi is the

Boolean twin closeness for the ith relevant workcell scene and artefact combination.

The results summarized in Thesis 1 are discussed in Chapter 3, and the publications related to the

thesis are the following: [J1],[J2],[J3],[J4],[P1]

The deviation function is defined as a general distance function with an argument containing

a workcell scene and an artefact. The first member of the pair describes the temporal, the second

one describes the spatial state. The temporal state corresponds to the relevant workcell scenes

(s), which can usually be defined with the robot configuration along the robot trajectory or with

a state of a component during the pick-and-place operation. This specifies the deviation of an

artefact from the point of view of the operation, on the basis of operational phase (e.g., when

seizing or releasing the workpiece). The spatial state corresponds to the relevant artefacts (a) (e.g.,

frames with designated directions) of the workcell in a geometrical sense. The relevant scenes and

artefacts are determined by the application, but the most general cases correspond to the workpiece-

gripper (and corresponding artefacts) relative position during picking, and the workpiece-placing

workholder (and corresponding artefacts) relative position during placing.

The deviation function returns a geometric interval [di,min, di,max] for the general distance

between the specified artefact of the digital model and the actual physical system. With the

overestimations of the tolerances, returned values are considered valid under boundary conditions

posed by effects not modelled, such as ambient temperature range in the workcell, or acceleration

range of the robot joints.

Each feasibility criterion (ci = [ci,min, ci,max]) provides a lower and upper bound for the corre-

sponding deviation. These need to be defined in the task specification for each relevant deviation
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for the twin closeness assessment. The feasible tolerance region is bound by the feasibility criteria,

within which the operation is feasible and considered accurate. Given the feasibility bounds, the

twin closeness is assessed by evaluating a set of inequalities. Each interval from the deviation func-

tion (for each relevant case) is checked for the corresponding feasibility criteria. If these are within

the defined boundaries, the twin closeness is concluded sufficient. The boundaries here define a

hyperrectangle-shaped feasible tolerance region.

In complex scenarios, the returned intervals can contain mixed deviation types, (e.g., cylin-

drical coordinates, elements of homogeneous transformations, robot joint coordinates, etc.), where

the tolerance region becomes abstract. However, in general, the feasible tolerance region can be of

arbitrary shape, where the feasibility criteria are actually interdependent (e.g., when a cylindrical

workpiece is placed into a larger, ‘U’ shaped slot). In such cases, the independent coordinate-based

approach can be utilized in a conservative way, by inscribing a hyperrectangle-shaped region, or

constraints between the coordinates can be formulated. If this is not sufficient, twin closeness can

be assessed by using partially analytic or numeric tolerance analysis methods, along with testing

of the physical workcell operation.

The returned intervals of the deviation function are determined based on the design specifica-

tions (e.g., tolerance values in the CAD model or on the drawings), as well as measurements on the

digital and physical system and its components. Consequently, twin closeness can be improved via

DT calibration in general. This can be realized by parameter adjustment on the model side (see

Figure 2(a)), or by adjusting the physical workcell (see Figure 2(b)). Additionally, the tolerance

region can be extended by tolerance enhancing techniques (such as visual, tactile or force servo con-

trol of robots), equipment improvement (e.g., more precise metrology system or manipulator), or

simple geometric features, like chamfering (see Figure 2(c)), through design specification or model

modification.

Feasible tol.
region

Feasible tolerance
region

Feasible tolerance
region

Virtual
workcell
design Physical

workcell

Adjusted
physical
workcell

Calibration with
workcell adjustment

Virtual
workcell
design

Virtual
workcell
design

Physical
workcell

Calibration with
model adjustment

Virtual
workcell
design

Physical
workcell

Tolerance enhancement
(servoing, chamfering, etc.)

Tolerance region growingVirtual workcell adjustment (c)(b)(a) Physical workcell adjustment

Figure 2: Digital Twin closeness and deviation reducing methods, such as calibration-based adjustment of
the virtual workcell model (a), of the physical workcell (b), and growing the tolerance region (c).

Sufficient twin closeness ensures the proper operation of the physical counterpart of the system

after complete implementation. In these cases, if the assembly plan corresponding to the operation

of the digital model is executed in the physical workcell, the physical operation shall match the

digital one accurately.

5.1.2 Generic robotic pick-and-place workcell development methodology

In case of Digital Twin-based robotic workcell development, reaching sufficient Digital Twin close-

ness is of key importance. However, in addition to geometric and tolerance-related feasibility,

qualitative feasibility also needs to be reached. For this purpose, I elaborated a generic devel-
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opment methodology for robotic pick-and-place workcells on the basis of the DT concept. This

includes an offline phase, where the digital workcell model is prepared and verified, and an online

phase, where the physical workcell is implemented, finalized and verified, all in an iterative manner,

to achieve a feasible workcell and operation.

Thesis 2: In case of robotic pick-and-place workcell development, sufficient Digital

Twin closeness and workcell feasibility can be reached using the workflow presented

in Figure 3 based on the Digital Twin of the complete pick-and-place scenario.
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Initial grasp
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Complete
grasp plan

Measured
data
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design

 feasible?

N

 Twin
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N Design
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N
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Y
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Y

Design Modeling Planning

Metrology

Planning

Model update

Resolved data
N

Y

Partial design
feasible?

Normal development
Feedback in case of infeasibility
Feedback in case of insufficient twin closeness

* When carried out solely in the physical workcell, the offline 
  steps are skipped and the actual development process         
  continues at the first online verification step.

Figure 3: Digital Twin-based robotic pick-and-place workcell development workflow.

The results summarized in Thesis 2 are discussed in Chapter 3, and the publications related to the

thesis are the following: [J1],[J2],[J5],[O1],[O2]

The development process takes part in the first half of the workcell lifecycle, ending with the

commissioning phase. The development process starts with an initial design concept, containing

the conceptual description of the workcell design and the operation, together with the list of re-

quirements. This information is utilized in the design phase. Here, having the basic concept, the

task of the workcell is specified and the cell components are selected. Meanwhile, the CAD model

of the workcell is being prepared, together with the necessary drawings. All relevant data (referred

to as design specification) is collected, organized and pre-processed for the modeling phase.

As the prepared input data becomes available, themodeling phase is started, where the relevant

DT models are established. After preparation, these models can be applied in the offline planning

step to realize offline simulations and (pre-)computations (as well as later, in the online planning
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step). During offline planning, usually a partial program code can also be generated and post-

processed.

The next step is DT verification, where the relevant computation results (workcell layout,

robot path plan, etc.) are evaluated for feasibility, including the fulfillment of the task require-

ments. In case of any occurring infeasibility, the design is checked for possible modifications. If the

design is improvable in this way, the design specification is adjusted accordingly (this is referred

to as refinement), and the offline phases are revisited until feasibility is achieved. Refinement

can result in modifying the design specifications and applied toolset, or in growing the tolerance

region, among others. If the design is not improvable further in a reasonable way (e.g., without

excessive investment costs or substantial modifications in the workcell design), the planning process

terminates with a fail.

So far, the development steps were performed offline, using the virtual model. At this point,

the physical implementation is carried out, since development cannot proceed further in an offline

manner due to the presence of task-specific uncertainties. In the following, the implemented physical

system (together with the partial assembly plan) needs to be checked in an online verification step.

First, the overall feasibility of the (partial) workcell and operation is checked. Then, the twin

closeness is assessed by taking measurements in the physical cell and/or by testing. Refinement

and calibration are performed if necessary. These modifications can be realized in the virtual and/or

in the physical workcell. In case the modifications are applied on the model, the previous offline

phases are revisited, utilizing the newly gathered information about the physical workcell. If solely

physical modifications are applied, only the verification step needs to be repeated.

After sufficient twin closeness is achieved, the next step is metrology. Here, the necessary

information is collected using the sensors in the physical system to resolve the task-specific uncer-

tainties. Then, with the resolved data, the initial models are updated. It is noted that although the

update is realized within the DT, this step is performed online, as the measurements are taken in

the physical workcell. Next, based on the prepared DT models, online planner tools and measure-

ment results, the autonomous online planning is realized in the physical workcell. In this phase, the

task-specific plans are created for the actual scene, which are then post-processed to an executable

program code.

Afterwards, the complete physical implementation (including the program code) is assessed

for feasibility and twin closeness in a final verification step. It is noted that, depending on the

task, this test should be sufficient to ensure feasible operation under any defined circumstances

(i.e., not only in one particular scene of the flexible operation). This final feasibility assessment is

carried out similarly as the previous online verification step. If the system is successfully verified,

the assembly plans are executable, and lastly, the commissioning step can be performed. Here,

the program codes and planner modules are finalized on the cell controller, and the workcell is set

ready for operation. With the commissioning being ready, the development process is finished.

5.2 Grasp planning method for offline preparation of a semi-structured bin-
picking scenario

For particular scenarios, different toolsets may be necessary when applying the generic development

workflow. Through developing a robotic demonstrator, I elaborated a micro-planning process for

semi-structured bin-picking workcells.
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Thesis 3: When manipulating workpieces with complex geometries, laying in a semi-

structured way on a planar surface with known geometrical references, with the help

of a manipulator equipped with a parallel jaw gripper and a 2D camera, in terms of

geometry, the offline micro-planning for grasping can be realized with the following

steps:

❼ Creating the triangle mesh model of the workpieces.

❼ Determining the stable poses of the workpiece models.

❼ Grasp planning by finding suitable parallel planar surface pairs on the workpiece

model.

❼ Setting up a reference database of virtual images for workpiece identification using

a virtual camera and the workpiece models for each stable pose.

❼ Selecting identifiable features for the stable poses corresponding to grasping for

localization.

The results summarized in Thesis 3 are discussed in Chapter 4, and the publications related to the

thesis are the following: [J2],[J6],[J5],[O3],[O4],[O5]

After creating the virtual model of the workpieces, the first step is to reduce the number of

uncertainties in the system by determining the workpieces’ stable poses that can possibly occur on

a flat surface. Stable poses can be calculated for any mesh model with known center of gravity [11].

This results in the homogeneous transformation matrices that transform the original mesh model

into the corresponding stable pose (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Possible stable poses of a sample workpiece.

Next, the grasp synthesis needs to be realized by considering the constraints originating from

the parallel jaw gripper with flat contact surfaces. To utilize this condition, a mesh analysis

algorithm is required, which is able to detect opposing parallel surfaces on the workpiece mesh

geometry. These can then be used as contact surface pairs combined with the contact surfaces

of the gripper jaws. Finally, the jaw distance will be necessary for gripper setting. Based on the

contact surface pair candidates, grasp frame pairs can be generated (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: Steps of the selection of the contact surfaces: faces corresponding to characteristic directions (a),
the group of faces with opposing face normals in the selected direction (b), the topmost and outermost pair
of surfaces (c) and the overlapping part of the selected surfaces with a grasping frame candidate (d).
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There remain 3 DoF (degrees of freedom) for the determination of the grasp frame w.r.t. the

gripper, since the connection between the flat gripper jaw and workpiece surfaces can be described

with a planar joint. These parameters need to be selected by considering the picking and placing

environments in such way that the execution of the seizing and releasing is feasible and collision-free.

For workpiece and stable pose identification, a comparison-based method was developed. The

idea is to match the workpiece shapes on the captured image, with pre-computed virtual images

of the virtual workpiece. With a sufficient virtual image database, the workpiece types and stable

poses can be identified based on the best match. The virtual workpiece images are captured from

different viewpoints and with different orientations with uniform sampling using a perspective

virtual camera. A binarized sample reference image is shown in Figure 6(a). It is noted that the

actual reference images do not include the highlighted localizing features.

Figure 6: A sample reference image of the database for matching (a) and the workpiece with the localizing
features highlighted in red (b).

The matching method is applicable for separated workpieces laying in one of their stable

poses after thresholding and segmentation. In cases where the workpieces are not separated, the

identification process fails and the objects are treated as obstacles.

Although the matching method could be used for workpiece localization, its accuracy is not

sufficient. Therefore, a separate method was developed to achieve the required precision. Firstly,

physical marker points are placed on the picking surface. As the physical location of the marker

points are known, homography transformation (presented in [12]) can be applied. In this way, the

location of any point on the image can be determined w.r.t. the markers, assuming the height of

the corresponding physical entity is known. With such considerations, after detecting the markers,

accurate localization can be realized, despite the perspective distortion of the captured images.

For the second part of the localization task, a feature-based approach is applied. Characteristic

features are selected for the component that are easy to detect, yet provide sufficient information

of the workpiece position and orientation (see Figure 6). Using the above described marker points,

the identified feature points can be calculated in the task space, based on which the complete

picking pose of the workpiece can be determined. Finally, to determine the seizing frames, the

identified feature points need to be transformed using the workpiece grasp frame. The corresponding

metrology process is presented on a sample image in Figure 7.

5.3 Robotic process-related tolerance analysis method

The feasibility of an assembly (product) in terms of tolerance can be determined by solving the

tolerancing problem [13]. Dimensional tolerances have been for long the primary means for ex-
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Figure 7: Results of the metrology phase for three different workpiece types (with cyan, yellow and ma-
genta), workpieces in pickable stable pose are represented with lighter, the others with darker colors.

pressing the allowable deviations of workpieces and products. Besides, geometrical tolerances also

became formally defined and standardized by the introduction of Geometrical Dimensioning and

Tolerancing (GD&T) [14]. Together, these allow the characterization of a variety of deviation types.

Tolerance analysis (or tolerance stack-up analysis) addresses the determination of the di-

mensional and geometrical variation of the final assembly from the given tolerances on individual

components and on the created joints. Based on this, both the satisfaction of the defined func-

tional requirements and the assemblability of the product can be verified. The key approaches for

tolerance analysis are the analytical worst-case and statistical analysis [15, 16] and Monte Carlo

simulation [17]. The sought results can be the list of contributors, sensitivity and effect of each

contributor, as well as the tolerance stack-up.

In case of robotic assembly, to evaluate the tolerance-related feasibility (Digital Twin closeness)

of the application, the tolerance stack-up needs to be formulated for the complete pick-and-place

operation. Therefore, to utilize the concept of twin closeness, I elaborated a tolerance model to

calculate the deviations of robotic pick-and-place workcells from the operation point of view, which

allows the virtual assessment of fundamental cases in the twin closeness. The tolerance stack-up is

modelled as a sequence of transformations in a kinematic (assembly) graph, which resembles the

definition of a mechanism using low-order kinematic pairs [18]. The different tolerance types are

represented with different joints, in the form of parametric transformations between the component

frames. In this way, the tolerance propagation can be modelled using matrix multiplication.

For clarification, poses and frames are defined in the robot task space as task space points,

however, a pose corresponds to the reference frame of a rigid body, whereas frames correspond to

a constant transformation w.r.t. rigid body references (can be multiple per rigid body).

Thesis 4: In order to virtually compute the deviation of fundamental cases of Digital

Twin closeness for robotic pick-and-place workcells, a homogeneous transformation

based tolerance model can be applied, following a sequence of kinematic graphs pre-

sented in Figure 8. The nodes represent component frames on a spatial and temporal

basis, while the edges represent parametric homogeneous transformation matrices.

Here, the workcell reference is the base frame, in which each component reference

frame is defined, which are the manufacturing datum frames of the workpiece (wp,ref),

picking workholder (wh1,ref), gripper (gr,ref) and placing workholder (wh2,ref); the

component feature frames are defined w.r.t. their reference frames: for the workpiece,
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these are the picking (wp,pick), grasp (wp,grasp) and placing (wp,place) frames, cor-

respondingly, the picking workholder has the picking frame (wh1,pick), the placing

workholder has the placing frame (wh2,place) and the gripper has the grasp frame

(gr,grasp); the frame of robot links corresponds to the resultant tool center point; the

workpiece poses on the temporal basis are the picking (p1), seized (g1), releasing (g2)

and placing poses (p2), while the tool center point and gripper poses are the seizing

(g1) and releasing poses (g2).

base

wp,ref,p1

robot links*,g1

gr,ref,g1

gr,grasp,g1

wp,pick,p1

wp,grasp,p1

wh1,ref

wh1,pick

Before seizing

base

wp,ref,g2
robot links*,g2

gr,ref,g2

gr,grasp,g2
wp,grasp,g2

wh2,ref

wh2,place

Before releasing

wp,place,g2
robot links*,g1

base

wp,ref,p1

robot links*,g1

gr,ref,g1

gr,grasp,g1

wp,pick,p1

wp,grasp,p1

wh1,ref

wh1,pick

After seizing

wp,grasp,g1

wp,ref,g1

base

wp,ref,g2
robot links*,g2

gr,ref,g2

gr,grasp,g2
wp,grasp,g2

wh2,ref

wh2,place

After releasing

wp,place,g2

wp,ref,p2

wp,place,p2

Planned new contact
Actual new contact

Pose change
*Robot links and frames are not considered explicitly in the chain; as robot repeatability
is specified for the end flange, its effect is taken into account at the gripper reference.

Figure 8: Tolerance chain throughout the pick-and-place operation (in each phase, the passive
frames are grayed out).

The results summarized in Thesis 4 are discussed in Chapter 5, and the publications related to the

thesis are the following: [J7],[J2]

This modeling approach is similar to the variational solid modeling approach [19], however,

the kinematic joints are applied as matrix transformations, and the number of constraint equations

is minimized. This is done by first preparing the spanning tree of the kinematic graph, then by

forming the constraint equations through loop closures (wherever necessary). Hence, open loops

can be evaluated simply by substituting in the geometrical parameters, and for closed loops, only a

minimum number of constraint equation needs to be solved, before checking the feasibility criteria.

Furthermore, this allows the deviation of both the position and orientation components of feature

frames to stack up.

The model describes the pose of the workpiece throughout the operation, for which the key

points along the robot trajectory are necessary. To achieve this, the workpiece needs to be attached

in the transformation chain in a way to continuously represent its actual physical contacts with the

other cell components. Therefore, the workpiece is detached and re-attached in the transformation

chain according to the operation process steps (i.e., seizing and releasing).
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The transformation chain contains nominal dimensions, as well as tolerances, which are de-

terminable with existing tolerance analysis methods – as these are mostly resultant tolerances

and not explicitly specified by the designer. Alternatively, these tolerances can be determined via

measurements, and even neglected when the measurements are sufficiently precise.

Part of the applied functions throughout the tolerance stack are not continuously differentiable,

also the extraction of orientation components has no closed form solution. Consequently, the

prepared tolerance chain is evaluable numerically. The evaluation of the model is carried out

using Monte Carlo simulation [17], by substituting tolerance set instances into the parametric

tolerance chain. When applied for a particular robotic workcell, the model needs to be prepared by

considering the operation conditions and kinematic joints present in the specific scenario. Then,

by substituting the dimensional and tolerance parameters, the feasibility criteria can be evaluated

in the different workpiece states (poses) along the operation sequence.

The tolerance chain does not only depend on the dimensional conditions of the pick-and-place

scenario. Multiple other factors were identified that can significantly affect the tolerance chain.

These are defined in each direction (translational and rotational) separately, as follows:

❼ Leading feature (i.e., self-alignment and self-location): when there is relative motion between

the components (during seizing or releasing), depending on the physical contact between

specific faces, edges and vertices, the workpiece can be either free or guided. Leading features

can have a saturation effect on the tolerance stack-up, as well as additional feasibility criteria.

❼ Pose specification: the picking and placing poses can be either known or not known with

sufficient precision in the design phase. This decides the corresponding tolerance source –

tolerance from design or tolerance of the metrology process.

❼ Servoing : servo technique(s) can be either applied or not applied for robot positioning in case

of the picking and placing poses. The application of servo techniques can reduce the tolerance

stack-up to the tolerance of the servo technique and corresponding metrology system.

5.4 Calibration approach for three DoF translational manipulators

Robot calibration methods can be classified to model-based and modelless approaches. Model-

based methods consist of four steps: establishing the parametric kinematic model of the robot,

measurement of robot poses, identification of the model parameters and error compensation [20].

On the other hand, modelless calibration methods do not need a parametric error model, and

compensation is realized using interpolation techniques. In this case, the workspace is discretized

to a grid, and measurement is carried out in each gridpoint. The pose error of the end effector is

compensated based on the neighboring gridpoints [21]. While this technique requires much more

measurement points, the calibration process itself is simpler, and the achievable improvement is

greater than in case of model-based approaches. The use of the model-based method is limited to

the (mostly geometrical) error sources included in the model, however in the modelless case, the

errors are explicitly measured and compensated.

Within this research, I elaborated a measurement setup and modelless calibration approach

for three DoF translational parallel kinematic manipulators. Using this method, the positioning

accuracy of such manipulators can be improved in two steps. First, the z-directional errors are

measured and compensated, then the x-y errors are measured and compensated. In both steps,

the corresponding positioning error map is determined, based on which spatial compensation of
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the end effector can be realized. The method can also be generalized to manipulators with serial

kinematic structure. With the help of this approach, the deviation function behind the Digital

Twin closeness can be evaluated and improved.

Thesis 5: The positioning accuracy of manipulators with three translational DoF in

the task space can be improved with a two-step modelless calibration method, with

the following measurement setup:

❼ With a digital indicator fixed in the manipulator tool holder along its z-axis,

the top surface of the worktable is scanned in gridpoints for z-directional error

compensation.

❼ With a laser pointer fixed in the manipulator tool holder along its z-axis, an

eye-in-hand camera, and a chessboard pattern fixed on the top surface of the

worktable, perpendicularly to the laser beam, the workspace is scanned in grid-

points, for x- and y-directional error compensation.

The results summarized in Thesis 5 are discussed in Chapter 6, and the publications related to the

thesis are the following: [J8],[C1],[O6]

In the first step, z-axis measurement and compensation is carried out. The digital indicator

is fixed with its spindle axis collinear with the z-axis of the TCP (tool center point) frame (see

Figure 9(a)). In this setup, by touching the top plane of the worktable, the corresponding relative

displacement of the indicator’s contact point can be measured and stored.
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Figure 9: The digital indicator setup (a), arrangement of the z measurement process (b), and the corre-
sponding path, without the vertical feed and retreat segments (c).

If the worktable does not allow proper scanning in the utilized workspace, a fixed reference

plane parallel to the worktable can be used. However, this is only preferable, if the worktable flatness

is good, since the calibration will have an error consisting of this flatness, and the substitute object

flatness and parallelism.

For each gridpoint, the z coordinate of the end effector is determined by measuring the relative

displacement of the contact point. To scan the whole plane, a tool path needs to be prepared.

Following this path (see Figure 9), the end effector needs to stop at every defined gridpoint, wait

for stabilization, as well as for measurement, before continuing the path. To avoid continuous sliding
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of the contact point, z-directional feed and retreat path segments are added in each gridpoint as

shown in Figure 9(b).

Based on the gridpoints and the synchronized data collection, a map of z-directional displace-

ments can be set up in a selected plane of the workspace volume using the x and y values from the

robot controller. The resolution of the map depends on the number of gridpoints. With a denser

grid, a more precise map can be achieved, however, the measurement time will also increase.

In the second step, x- and y-axis measurement and compensation is carried out. Although

sufficiently precise, mounting the digital indicator with its spindle axis precisely aligned to another

axis of the TCP frame proves to be difficult in most cases. Instead, a low intensity, unfocused

laser pointer is mounted rigidly on the manipulator tool holder, aligned with the same z-axis. In

addition, a 2D camera is fixed in eye-in-hand configuration. The camera needs to be calibrated for

its intrinsic parameters [22], however the connection does not need to be completely rigid, and no

hand-eye calibration is necessary. If observability allows, the camera could be fixed externally as

well, still with no precisely known relation w.r.t. the machine. In this setup, a (printed) chessboard

pattern is laid onto the surface subjected to z measurement. The square side length of the pattern

is considered ground-truth. The measurement is based on the homography transformation [12],

i.e., by knowing the squares’ side length, the location of the laser spot is determined w.r.t. the

corners of the chessboard pattern.

Similarly to the z-axis calibration, the end effector is moved along a tool path, and in each

gridpoint the motion is stopped to capture images of the laser spot on the chessboard pattern (see

Figure 10). Stabilizing time is required here as well, however, no z-directional feed and retreat

motion is necessary. Also, the camera needs to be set up in a way that the laser spot and all sides

of its containing square always appear within the captured region.
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Figure 10: Arrangement of the x-y measurement (a), corresponding camera image (b) and the reprojected
image (c).

Two consecutive images are captured at each gridpoint, with the laser turned on and off

(referred to as laser and chessboard image, respectively). First, the chessboard image is processed.

To find the cornerpoints of chessboard patterns, a line detection-based approach is applied. After

binarizing the image and applying edge detection, the sides of the squares are highlighted. Using a

RANSAC (random sample consensus)-based fitting method [23], the lines are found on the camera

image, which unfold the chessboard corners by intersection. Then, with the help of the homography
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transformation, the images are reprojected to eliminate the perspective distortion caused by the

camera.

Next, the laser spot is localized on the laser image. The laser spot can be easily found on

the reprojected image via thresholding and centerpoint calculation, due to the high light intensity

of the laser. Finally, the results of the two images are overlaid, based on which the neighboring

cornerpoints are determined, and the laser point is localized in the task space, w.r.t. the chessboard

corners (see Figure 10(c)).

Following the path and the x-y controller coordinates synchronized with the measurement, the

laser point can be determined w.r.t. the calibration board in each gridpoint (provided that the x-y

error is smaller than the side length). From here, the error map can be set up using the measured

error and controller values, similarly to the z error map, in both x and y directions.

6 Main applications of the methods in practice

The concept of feasible tolerance regions was utilized for tolerance allocation of assemblies as part

of an industrial optimization model. A combined DfMA-CAPP1 model was developed within the

collaborative research between Hitachi Ltd. and SZTAKI (2017-2019).

Some of the Digital Twin-based development process and the concept of twin closeness were

first applied during an industrial project between Mester Ecset Ltd. and SZTAKI (2019-2020).

Focusing on grinding and polishing of cast aluminum parts, cell digitalization, CAD model-based

tool path planning and programming were successfully carried out for their existing robot cell.

The development methodology, micro-planning process and tolerance modeling was imple-

mented in a robotic pick-and-place demonstrator. The demonstrator was motivated by a real

industrial demand for robotic cable-cableshoe assembly with a crimping press machine. The demon-

strator was presented on multiple occasions in an ever developed form. The main events include

the Industry Days2 exhibition, Indigo3 conference and Researchers’ Night4, among others. Its

latest version can be found in https://youtu.be/9novNg8slN4. Another related Digital Twin-

based demonstrator for the programming of a 2.5-axis manipulator is presented in the BME i4.0

Technological Center5.

The calibration method was successfully performed on a self-built, modular, 3-axis, linear-

delta type parallel kinematic manipulator. The machine was presented on multiple BME open

day occasions6 with customized on-site wooden gift engraving. Lastly, the list of the main R&D

projects related to the research within the thesis is provided below:

❼ GINOP project7 (2016-2020)

❼ EPIC project8 (2017-)

❼ INEXT project9 (2018-)

❼ National Lab for Autonomous Systems framework10 (2020-).

1Design for Manufacturing and Assembly – Computer Aided Process Planning
2Budapest, 2019, https://iparnapjai.hu/
3Budapest, 2018, 2019, https://indigonap.hu/
4Budapest and Győr 2019, 2020, https://kutatokejszakaja.hu/
5Budapest, 2017-2021, http://www.ipar4.bme.hu/
6Budapest, 2017-2019, https://gpk.bme.hu/
7Industry 4.0 research and innovation center of excellence, GINOP-2.3.2-15-2016-00002 grant
8Grant No. 739592, https://www.centre-epic.eu/
9Research on prime exploitation of the potential provided by the industrial digitalisation, ED 18-2-2018-0006 grant

10Supported by the Ministry for Innovation and Technology and the National Research, Development and Innovation Office

https://youtu.be/9novNg8slN4
https://iparnapjai.hu/
https://indigonap.hu/
https://kutatokejszakaja.hu/
http://www.ipar4.bme.hu/
https://gpk.bme.hu/
https://www.centre-epic.eu/
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